
 

Cazenovia Artisans at Work

When you come into our shop and gallery, you are surrounded on all sides by beautiful objects: hand turned bowls so light that they
float in your hand, paintings that capture our beautiful world, jewelry to light up your face, pottery to make your table into a work of art,
hand blown glass with images of lovely animals etched onto their surfaces, and so on. What you see are the finished products of
many hours of labor and loving and skilled hands. But what you don't usually get to see, at least not in the shop, is all the work and
preparation that goes into these beautiful objects. So here we offer you a peek behind the curtain, a glimpse into the working lives of
our artisan members. We hope that this will help to deepen your appreciation of all the beauty that Cazenovia Artisans contains.

Sue Ellen Romanowski works in her beautifully arranged studio on the first floor of her house, opening up onto her lovely gardens. If only you
could see the rainbow of fabrics lovingly arranged in those drawers behind her!

Sue Ellen has to look no farther than into her own garden to be inspired by the colors of the world.

http://www.cazenoviaartisans.com/


Maria Wiklund looks so happy as she felts!



And who wouldn't be happy to be surrounded by these gorgeously dyed wools?



One last task once Marilyn has finished a new piece - get a good picture of it in natural light!



Shoe organizers seem to be the preferred method for organizing colorful supplies - see the glazes to the right in Leslie Green Guilbault's studio.



Wendy Edwards gets down to NYC at least once a year, usually with an intern along to help her pick out the fun and fabulous fabrics that give her
designs their unique look.



Indispensable supplies for Mary Padgett: dishes full of pastels and vases full of inspiration.

Look at all that light! We can't blame Mary Padgett for wanting to be out in her studio all the time.



Long before it takes on a beautiful form, Shawn Halperin's material starts out as blocks of wood that she cuts down using a band saw.

It's wonderful to think that something so lovely as this could start out as something so simple as a block of wood.



Can you see the necklace that Barb Dahn is wearing? Is it a sailboat to match the sailboats in process behind her?



Betsy Sio's bench is full of colorful old tins, just waiting to be transformed into fun and funky jewelry.



Here we see Paula Burke applying glaze to a new lamp. The true colors of the lamp won't be revealed until it comes out of the kiln.



Handmade pottery, they say, is touched by the maker's hands at least five times. Here we see that first time.



Pots in process drying next to a window in Ede Walker's studio. Beauty in the making!



Of course, our members don't work all the time. Sometimes they gather themselves into a circle at a member's home, and enjoy each other's
company!

Review Us on Google Maps!

Please help us get on the Map! Many of you have enjoyed shopping at Cazenovia Artisans, would you be so kind to take a minute
and leave us a review? We are trying to get more of a presence out there on the web! Thank you! Just click here and scroll down a
little, look to your left, and you can leave us a review.
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